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"As natural selec-on acts by life and death, by the survival or ex-nc-on of the less well-fi;ed 
individuals, and by the mul-plica-on of the be;er fi;ed or adapted individuals, it necessarily follows 
that every slight modifica-on of structure or ins-nct, which tends to enable an organism to compete 
be;er with its fellows, or to cope be;er with external condi-ons, will be preserved." [1] 

Charles Darwin’s groundbreaking theory of evolu-on fundamentally altered our understanding of the 
natural world. However, his profound insights predated the era of molecular biology, during which 
significant progress was made in elucida-ng the mechanisms by which gene-c informa-on is 
transmi;ed across genera-ons via DNA, which serves as a blueprint encoding the proteins that 
comprise each species. It is worth no-ng that Darwin himself posited a mechanism of inheritance and, 
ironically, the term he coined for this mechanism – “gemmule” – was instrumental in the eventual 
coining of the term “gene” [2]. While Darwin’s theory was ini-ally conceived to account for the 
evolu-on of plants and animals, one cannot help but wonder what the great naturalist would have 
thought had he known how applicable this very same theory would be to the evolu-on of sub-cellular 
macromolecules. In fact, by simply subs-tu-ng the terms “individual” and “organism” with “protein” 
in the quote above, it remains remarkably relevant to our understanding of protein evolu-on. This is 
par-cularly evident in the context of natural and synthe-c an-body genera-on, which I will expound 
upon in the following paragraphs. 

In "The Origin of Species" [1], Charles Darwin astutely observed that "As the number of individuals in 
any given species increases, so will the tendency to variability increase, and the chance of any new 
variety or devia-on in structure arising will be greater." This insighSul statement was further 
expounded upon in "The Varia-on of Animals and Plants Under Domes-ca-on," [3] where Darwin 
suggested that large groups of individuals provided a be;er chance for the emergence of favorable 
varia-ons compared to smaller groups. Similarly, in "The Descent of Man," [4] he noted that "The larger 
the number of individuals, the be;er will be the chance for the appearance of favorable varia-ons." 
These quotes serve to highlight Darwin's recogni-on of the importance of favorable varia-ons in 
driving natural selec-on and the increased likelihood of such varia-ons in larger popula-ons. 



The immune system, in an a;empt to find this favorable varia-on in large numbers, generates a vast 
and diverse pool of B and T cell receptors to detect, neutralize, and eliminate invading foreign threats. 
The primary mechanism for genera-ng diversity in B-cell receptors lies in the genome, with a mul-tude 
of variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments in the human genome for the 
immunoglobulin heavy chain and numerous V and J gene segments for the kappa and lambda light 
chains [5]. These genes rearrange in a nearly random fashion, crea-ng the ini-al layer of diversity 
(combinatorial diversity) within the B-cell pool, including some V(DD)J recombined B-cells with larger 
CDRH3 loops [5,6]. Junc-onal diversity, the addi-on or dele-on of bases where these genes meet, 
leads to another layer of varia-on that impacts the length of the final B-cell receptor's amino acid 
sequence, especially that of CDRH3 [7]. The differen-al pairing of different heavy and light chains, adds 
another layer of repertoire diversity. Finally, soma-c hypermuta-on, the random introduc-on of point 
muta-ons into immunoglobulin variable regions by ac-va-on-induced cy-dine deaminase, adds the 
last layer of diversity ager B-cell receptor ac-va-on [8]. Class-switching further alters the func-onal 
proper-es of secreted an-bodies, enabling an-bodies to guide different func-ons in an immune 
response. These mechanisms result in a vast B-cell repertoire with as many as 1018 members based on 
theore-cal combinatorial calcula-ons [9], a proverbial oil field if we refer to varia-on as the fuel of 
natural selec-on. Scien-sts a;emp-ng to emulate nature's large repertoires mimic this diversity in 
yeast, phage, or mammalian cell libraries. An-body engineers worldwide strive to adhere to Darwin's 
principles, in an effort to increase their chances of yielding an-gen binders, by aiming to create these 
ar-ficial immune repertoires to be as large and as complex as possible- though they are s-ll somewhat 
primi-ve in comparison to natural repertoires. 

Returning to Darwin's opening quote, the survival and ex-nc-on of B-cell receptors is a fundamental 
aspect of natural repertoire development. Just as Darwin illustrated how Finches with smaller beaks 
were selected against and went ex-nct on Galapagos islands that offered larger seeds as a food source, 
B-cell receptors that are unfavorable to human survival are selected against through nega-ve 
selec-on. In the case of receptor edi-ng, B-cells with non-func-onal B-cell receptors due to frameshig 
muta-ons caused by improper joining are given another opportunity at life [10,11]. The B-cells are 
prompted to recombine their genes again to generate another func-onal B-cell receptor. If a B-cell 
produces a receptor that is highly reac-ve to self-an-gens, apopto-c signals command the B-cell to 
undergo cell death, eradica-ng them from the repertoire [12]. 

The mechanism of B-cell expansion is akin to Darwin's explana-on of variants that make a species 
be;er adapted to their environment, which outcompete and ul-mately outnumber those that are less 
well-adapted. B-cells that bind an-gens internalize the B-cell receptor/an-gen complex, ager which 
the an-gen is processed and restricted an-gen pep-des are presented to T helper cells via MHC class 
II. The T-helper cells signal for the B-cell to proliferate and differen-ate into an-body-secre-ng plasma 
cells. This process is con-nuous, with the best binding B-cell receiving more signals, and soma-c 
hypermuta-on ensuring that more varia-on can be selected from. If soma-c hypermuta-on generates 
a be;er binder, it receives more signal than its predecessor, but if it has slightly lower affinity, it 
receives less. Ul-mately, the highest affinity binders become the dominant popula-on of B-cells and 
plasma cells within the repertoire- akin to Darwin’s ‘survival of the fi;est’. 

The human intellect has appropriated these biological mechanisms to its advantage. The first instance 
of genera-ng monoclonal an-bodies entailed the immuniza-on of mice with an immunogen that 
skewed their repertoires to contain plasma cells that possess high affinity for the an-gen. These were 
then fused with special immortalized cell lines, that enabled the selec-on of fused cells, or hybridomas 
[13]. The next step in an-body discovery was akin to simula-ng natural selec-on within a test tube. 
Libraries of an-body fragments were fused with a surface protein of a filamentous phage and then 



introduced to an an-gen to gauge their binding affinity [14,15]. The phages were retrieved by their 
ability to infect bacteria and then reamplified. This cycle of selec-on con-nued by gradually decreasing 
the an-gen concentra-on with each round to induce compe--on between phages, thus isola-ng only 
the most effec-ve binding phages. ‘Display’ technologies all share a common feature of exploi-ng 
pools of organisms (or mRNA) that enable the genotype/phenotype coupling of an-bodies (or 
an-body fragments), and driving binding compe--on between members of the pool using an-genic 
bait. Yeast or mammalian cells, for instance, compete for fluorescent an-gen, whereas mRNA or phage 
compete for immobilized an-gen. Moreover, natural an-body diversity mechanisms can be mimicked 
by employing strategies to slightly alter each expressed an-body between successive rounds, such as 
using error-prone polymerases to alter the DNA or shuffling light chains- varia-on and evolu-on by 
natural selec-on in a tube. 

The natural selec-on of an-bodies has not only occurred at the molecular level, but also at the 
organismal level, as evidenced by the structural differences between human, lagomorph, and avian 
an-bodies [16,17]. One remarkable example is that of the camelid VHH an-bodies, in which a germline 
muta-on introduced a splice site that removes the CH1 por-on of the an-body responsible for binding 
the light chain [18,19]. Despite this modifica-on, the resul-ng heavy chain-only an-body has been 
preserved through the course evolu-on, possibly due to its ability to fit into smaller an-genic grooves 
owing to its smaller size whilst s-ll retaining a respectable binding affinity. Certain shark species also 
produce single domain an-bodies that appear to be func-onal and have been preserved through 
evolu-on [20]- “natural selec-on is daily and hourly scru-nizing, throughout the world, every 
varia-on, even the slightest; rejec-ng that which is bad, preserving and adding up all that is good”. 

It is remarkable that Darwin's theory, which he applied to the large animals of the Savannas and the 
small finches of isolated islands, so beau-fully explains the evolu-on of -ny biological macromolecules 
during an immune response that form the basis of immune protec-on against microscopic invaders. 
Although we can only speculate what Darwin would have made of this, there is undeniable grandeur 
in the mechanisms vertebrates use to maximize the size of natural an-body repertoires and further 
evolve and amplify the best binding an-body. Despite the microbes' constant a;empts to invade these 
beasts in accordance with the fixed laws of germ theory, from such humble beginnings, countless 
immune molecules, most efficacious and most protec-ve have been and are being evolved. 
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